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came to Ottawa thirty-one years
ago. The high tech story of that
day was the lingering fallout from
the demolition of Microsystems International Ltd. two years before.
This retreat from the marketplace left
the world’s microchip market to a trio
of suppliers led by Intel, which in turn
had been pulled from the brink of insolvency just a year or two before by a
large order from MIL.
There wasn’t a lot of hope for the future of high tech in town. There wasn’t
a lot of history of high tech. Nortel’s
research arm had come here in the sixties to nestle closer to R&D at federal
communications labs (Nortel created
MIL and a few years later canned it).
Prior to that only Computing Devices
of Canada, spun out of the National
Research Council, had made much
headway.
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Farsight Is Costly

By James Bowen

C

leantech investment is growing.
Unfortunately, little is cropping
up on Canadian soil. While
money around the world migrates from
the traditional tech industry to create
new products for the emerging clean
technology market, here at home there
is much talk but little evidence of a
move to cleantech investment.
Last November, Google jumped
headlong into cleantech when it
launched its Renewable Energy
Cheaper Than Coal initiative, which
could see the multi-billion dollar company someday soon investing heavily
in alternative energy technology and
licencing it to the world. The envirominded Google wants to play a part in
creating alternative energy products
– such as solar, thermal, wind and
geothermal energy technologies – that
would lessen our dependence on coal.

All in all there’s a lot to
be very glad about on
the Ottawa tech scene.
We’ve come a long
way in a short time.

A few of MIL’s alumni used the
company’s offices, copiers and phones,
as well as their own severance, to get
some activity underway. But the understanding of how high tech clusters
get created out of the destruction of
dominant players wasn’t yet formed.
Nobody really believed that Calian,
Mitel, Mosaid and the like stood much
of a chance of success. What were their
track records? Mitel got started as a
venture to peddle imported lawnmowThinknostic_Banner5.qxd:Thinknostic
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as tech consultants for a time until York Stock Exchange. There were
they devised the first of their telephony 1,500 companies in Ottawa’s tech secbreakthroughs. As for venture capital, it tor employing 75,000 people and a
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For cleantech
investors, it’s all about
being able to produce
at a comparable cost.
Once enterprise can
do that, we will see
investors move to
cleantech readily.
Founder Larry Page recently said,
“Over 40% of [the world’s] electricity
is generated from coal. Solar thermal
is cheaper than coal. The goal is to
produce a gigawatt of energy (enough
to power San Francisco) in years,
not decades.” Not to be outdone, cofounder Sergey Brin hinted that the
company might invest in or acquire
cleantech companies in a bid to drive
the industry into high gear.
Globally, more and more high tech
companies like Google are investing in
cleantech. Some Canadian technology
companies are starting to follow suit,
investing through VCs specializing in
clean technology, according to Claude
More, see Grazing, page 4
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Get used to the buck at parity
it could be around a long time

Research Council, who operate
across the country. If I
were the mayor of
Fort
McMurray
or Yellowknife, I
DENZIL DOYLE
would get to know
the local IRAP people
and I would make sure they
are working closely with the local
economic development people. I
oth of the higher levels of would put an ad in the local paper
government are making nois- stating that if an entrepreneur has an
es about assisting the coun- idea for a new company, he or she
try’s manufacturing sector in coping should bring it to the local EDO and
with the loss of jobs due to the strong they will receive advice on how to
Canadian dollar. While this attention write a business plan, do the necesis laudable, they must be careful in sary market research, access capital,
the steps they take to address the and launch the company.
In fact, maybe IRAP should be resituation.
In a statement to the Riviere-du- organized so that its officers act as
Loup Chamber of Commerce on Dec. advisors to the EDOs and not just
7, Prime Minister Stephen Harper to the entrepreneurs. Some of the
money that is being
said, “Our governon industrial
ment is committed
Just as it made no spent
parks and junkets
to defend traditional
sense to try and
to attract low techindustries that face
companies
serious challenges.”
prop up the buggy nology
could go toward
At about the same
time, Finance Min- whip industry in the the seeding of local
ister Jim Flaherty early 1900s, we must pools of risk capital.
The focus would be
made a speech in
be careful about
on a grow-your-own
Fredericton where
strategy as opposed
he was quoted as
propping up
to an importation
saying, “We’re conour “traditional”
strategy.
cerned about job
a more aggreslosses, particularly
industries today. siveIf and
enlightened
in
communities
approach was taken
where … the major
employer closes down” (Ottawa Citi- towards economic development at the
zen, Dec. 8).While such statements local level during the boom years, our
may be reassuring to politicians at politicians at the higher levels would
the local level and to the population have something to work with during
at large, they probably set off alarm the downturns. Just as it made no sense
bells among economists, particularly to try and prop up the buggy whip inthose who have taken the time to dustry in the early 1900s, we must be
understand the make-up of Canada’s careful about propping up our “traditional” industries today. And above
economy.
The fact of the matter is that Can- all, we must not put all of the blame
ada’s economy has always been too on the dollar. My prediction is that if
dependent on resource-based products we have a stable political environment
like lumber and petroleum and we and a low national debt over the next
have never learned how to diversify 50 years, our dollar will remain at par
the economies of one-industry towns with the U.S. We had better get used
during their boom years so that when to it.
the bloom goes off the resources, they
Guru in one guise, angel in anwill survive and prosper. While much
of the blame can be laid at the door other, Denzil Doyle is a member of
of the federal and provincial govern- the Order of Canada, a professional
ments, a large portion of the problem engineer, founder and former CEO of
(and the opportunity) is at the munici- Digital Equipment Corp. in Canada,
company director, mentor, consultant,
pal level.
Most municipalities across the investor and author of the best-selling
country with a population of more than ‘Making Technology Happen’. He can
about 5,000 people have some form of be reached at ddoyle@doyletechcorp.
economic development office (EDO) com.
but the people who staff them do not
understand the role that technology
NATIONAL CAPITAL SCAN
is now playing in diversifying econoIS PRINTED ON
mies around the world. They spend
most of their time pursuing low-techRECYCLED
nology companies rather that mine the
NEWSPRINT
local pool of entrepreneurship in order
to build technology-based companies
that will have a little more staying
power.
The people who do know something about mining the pools of entrepreneurship are the IRAP technical personnel out of the National
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NEWS AND NOTES FOR THE RECORD

excess of $16 million for the current
fiscal year, could result in it taking
control of the merged business in a reverse take-over, though this is unlikely,
according to Clearford. In its most recent quarter, Clearford reported record
revenues of $8.3 million.

$54 million

PlascoEnergy Group Inc. is raising
$54 million to reach into new Canadian
and international markets and more than
double its 85 staff at Ottawa headquarters. The privately held green energy
company has plans to build plasma gasification plants in Red Deer, and at unspecified locations in Ontario and Spain.
To help meet this goal, PlascoEnergy is
selling $35 million worth of common
shares to Greenwich, Ct.-based private
equity firm First Reserve Corp. It will
raise a further $14.3 million from investors exercising purchase rights and $4.5
million more through a share buy-in
by Black River Asset Management
and Spain’s Hera Holdings S.A. The
rest of the financing will come from
debt financing, according to CEO Rod
Bryden. PlascoEnergy’s technology
converts household waste into clean
fuel used to generate electricity. It also
produces an inert material which can be
used to make concrete and asphalt. Operating at 85% capacity, the company’s
demonstration plant on Trail Road was
recently given the go ahead to supply
gas to Hydro Ottawa. The three proposed new plants, finalized on paper,
will proceed pending satisfactory results
from the trial installation. PlascoEnergy
has now raised more than $90 million in
funding since its inception in 2005.

87% more profit

Cognos Inc.’s Q3 revenue jumps by
16.3%, resulting in a near doubling of
profit. In its first quarterly report since
announcing the merger with IBM, the
Ottawa-based software company noted
it had increased profit by 87.1% to $31
million on revenue of $288.2 million,
up from $247.8 million a year ago. Orders for products, services and support
were also up, as the company secured
18 deals (7 more than in Q3, 2006) in
excess of $1 million and nearly 1,200
contracts worth between $50,000 and
$1 million each.

Record Q4,
annual revenue

Allen-Vanguard Corp. marks record
Q4 revenue, which more than doubles
to just over $50 million. Earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and
amortization nearly triples to $8.4 million from $2.9 million a year earlier.
However, the bomb-removal systems
maker’s bottom line was impacted by
costs associated with its $630 millionacquisition of local firm Med-Eng

BioNorth exchange

Moving to market

Ottawa startup VLN Advanced Technologies Inc. clears a major hurdle to
commercializing its automated ultrasonic waterjet. The RFM 2000 recently
passed phase I of a two-part feasibility study, undertaken by Calif.-based
engineering firm ES3, which could soon put the enviro-friendly technology for stripping chrome and other metal coatings in the hands of the US
Air Force and industry. “We are very pleased with the support and interest
we are seeing from prospective US customers,” says Willie Bloom, VLN’s
director of business development. “It’s just a matter of time before we have
an automated pulsed waterjet robot installed somewhere in North America.”
Developed by company founder and president Dr. Mohan Vijay and his team
of engineers, the RFM 2000 is a low-pressure, ultrasonic “pulse waterstrip”
product designed to remove resilient coatings from equipment such as aircraft
landing gear and propellers without the use of harmful chemicals.
Systems Inc. in September, a purchase
which positioned Allen-Vanguard as a
global leader in the counter-IED market in terms of both size and technology, according to CEO David Luxton.
Annual revenue also reached a new
high, soaring 69.2% to $96.2 million. But acquisition costs, including
those connected to the $17.8-milliom
friendly takeover of UK-based Hazard
Management Solutions Ltd. in June,
again made for net losses, which hit
$14 million compared to net earnings
of $38,000 in fiscal 2007. The company forecasts revenue of about $500
million for fiscal 2008, “provided that
US defence budgets and allocations are
approved in time to refresh order backlog in the company’s second quarter
ending March 31.” Says Mr. Luxton,
“Despite some recent abatement in
IED attacks in Iraq,” Mr. Luxton says,
“forecasts by military and homeland
security agencies rank IEDs in various
evolving forms as the top hazard now
and long into the future, terming them
a ‘persistent global threat’. For this
reason we continue to feel confident in
the sustainable, long-term potential of
the counter-IED market.”

Meters for Middle East

Triacta is selling its smart meters in the
United Arab Emirates, having signed
a distribution agreement signed with
Dubai’s Brayan Sabanz, Technical
Equipment Trading Co. “We look forward to working with Brayan Sabanz’s
group, which will provide Triacta with a
strong presence in the Middle East. We
are very excited about this opportunity,”
says CEO Rob Brennan. The agree-

ment will allow Ottawa-based Triacta to
take advantage of Dubai’s newly implemented green building initiative, under
which all civil and commercial buildings must be built to strict environmental regulations. Triacta’s smart meters
allow apartment and condo dwellers to
monitor and reduce energy consumption, and to be individually billed for the
electricity they use.

Acquisition in offing

Clearford Industries Inc. is preparing to buy an Ontario-based concrete
manufacturer for approximately $22
million. The water and wastewater
treatment systems maker says it expects to finalize the deal by the end
of January, provided it can secure the
financing and once due diligence, currently underway, is completed. The
Ottawa company reportedly made a
conditional offer for the concrete maker on Nov. 11, but has yet to disclose
the name of the firm, citing the sellers
wish to remain anonymous for the time
being “for competitive marketing and
business reasons” and “to preserve
confidentiality of the transaction until
a definitive agreement has been entered
into.” The acquisition would strengthen
Clearford’s Brooklin division, a manufacturer of pre-cast concrete products.
“The addition of the vendor’s business
to Clearford’s concrete division builds
on Clearford’s strategy of consolidation
of the wet cast segment of the pre-cast
concrete market through acquisition,”
the company says. The acquisition of
the vendor, which expects revenue in

OCRIRadio.com is currently podcasting an interview with U of T professor David Wolfe, as recorded at
November’s BioNorth Biotechnology
and Life Sciences Conference. Asked
how Ottawa measures up to Canadian
tech strongholds like Kitchener-Waterloo and Toronto, the industrial clusters
expert was bullish about the capital,
citing Ottawa’s history of generating a
huge number of startups and a strong
talent base to drive them. The program
also features co-host Nathan Rudyk’s
exchange with the CEOs of two local
life sciences startups – ImaSight Inc.’s
John Brooks and Vocantas Inc.’s
Gary Hannah – as well as his chat
with Ogan Gurel, managing director
of XRoads Solutions Group. Tune in
at ocriradio.com/podcasts.html.

Reseller agreement

Ottawa-based TalkSwitch engages value-added distributor Imeco Telecom to
resell its telephone systems for small and
multi-location businesses. Headquartered
in Montreal with offices in Toronto and
Edmonton, Imeco will give TalkSwitch
a solid presence in Quebec, as well as
new reseller opportunities across Canada.
“Imeco Telecom is an ideal distribution partner for TalkSwitch,” says Jan
Scheeren, president and CEO, TalkSwitch. “Telecom is their sole focus…
They have a sizeable reseller channel
already in place, giving us instant access
to thousands of potential new customers…in both official languages. With our
newly released French language TalkSwitch software and documentation,
that’s a huge benefit for our company.”
As a value-added distributor, Imeco will
offer installation services, network design
expertise and advice on complementary
equipment to best serve the needs of its
resellers’ clients.

$17-million order

COM DEV International Ltd., the
designer and manufacturer of space
hardware subsystems, is awarded a
US$24-million contract to provide ad-

vanced payload electronics for a major
commercial satellite constellation. The
Cambridge, Ont.-based company, which
maintains design operations in Ottawa,
says it has already received US$7 million of the overall contract payment in
the form of an authorization to proceed
advance and subsequent amendments,
and will book the $17-million balance
in the fourth quarter of fiscal 2004. The
company did not disclose the name
of its customer. COM DEV recently
posted revenue of $43.4 million for
Q4, a 4% increase from a year earlier
but less than its forecast of $45 million.
Profit fell from $5.3 million to $4.1
million, hurt by the effects of the strong
loonie on Canada’s “export-driven”
space technology sector, says COM
DEV. “It’s not just the quantum of the
currency shift that causes problems, it’s
the rate of change,” notes CEO John
Keating. “A lot of the contracts we are
working on today were negotiated six
months, a year, or even longer ago.”
Full-year revenue rose 6.9% to $164.3
million, but profit was halved to $10.9
million from $21.2 million in 2006.
Nonetheless, Mr. Keating remains
positive. Pointing to the company’s record backlog of orders, valued at $146
million, he predicts revenue will grow
by 10%-15% in 2008, given stability in
the exchange rate.

Cash for production

Enablence Technologies Inc. bolsters
cash reserves in Q2 as it prepares for volume production. The Ottawa-based Fibre-to-the-Home (FTTH) products maker
saw losses increase to $2.27 million from
$1.09 million, due in large part to amortization of stock options. Revenue rose
by $145,071 over the same period last
year. The company’s cash holdings rose
to $67.53 million after a public offering
last October brought in gross proceeds
of $57.5 million on roughly 42.6 million
shares sold. “Enablence continues to
grow strategically and we have strengthened our asset base and ability to meet
longer term expectations as we prepare
for volume production,” says company
founder and CEO Arvind Chhatbar.
Enablence’s products are found in optical
modems used by home consumers for the
delivery of high-speed data, voice, and
video services.
More, see Nuggets, page 7
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Haw, Ottawa’s foremost clean technology advocate and managing partner
of Venture Coaches. Mr. Haw would
like to see Alberta oil companies join
the “cleantech investment” trend.
“These days traditional oil and gas
companies are enjoying increasing revenues but are currently only interested
in improving the efficiency of their oil
extraction and conversion systems,” he
says. “Globally, they only invest .5% in
R&D.” It would seem that the traditional energy companies spend more time
talking about cleantech than investing
in it, even though a few changes in their
own backyard would put money in their
pocket. According to Mr. Haw, “If [oil
companies] increase the efficiencies of
their refineries, it will make a greater
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions
than switching to ethanol.”
Mr. Haw points out that in Canada,
most cleantech investment is coming
from angels and VCs. “The big difference between us and Europe is that
investment dollars aren’t coming from
the big corporations, partly because
we are risk-averse and partly because
we have mostly branch offices of foreign companies that aren’t interested
in investing here.”
Zurich-based VC firm Emerald
Technology Ventures has invested
US$380 million in 27 clean technology companies across Europe and
North America. According to an Oct.,
2006 study by UK-based cleantech
advocacy and advisory firm New Energy Finance Ltd., European venture
capital investors are on track to realize
annualized gross returns above 50%
from investment in clean energy companies. Findings by Michigan-head-
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quartered Cleantech Network show
European and North American VCs
invested $3.5 million in clean technology in 2006 – a 45% increase from
2005. The network numbers more than
8,000 international investors, 6,000
companies and 3,500 professional
services organizations specializing in
clean technology.
At the Cleantech Forum XIV in
Toronto last November, Corporate
Knights magazine announced its
Next 10 Emerging Cleantech Leaders
of Tomorrow, six of which are in Ottawa. The list was by no means another
“slapdash” compendium thrown together by an assistant editor to fill white
space. The judging panel comprised a
“who’s-who” of Canada’s top cleantech
insiders and thinkers: Vicky Sharpe,
president and CEO of Sustainable
Development Technologies Canada;
Andrew Heintzman, president, Investeco Capital Corp.; Tom Rand, director of VCi Green Funds Inc.; Tyler
Hamilton, energy reporter, Toronto
Star; and Nicholas Parker, chairman,
Cleantech Venture Network.
Mr. Parker, an Ottawa native and
a leading business commentators on
cleantech issues, remarked proudly, “In
Canada, Ottawa cleantech and clean
energy companies are in the front row.
It’s gratifying to see businesses from
my hometown ‘going for it’ in global
cleantech markets. Kudos to all!”
The six Ottawa companies on the
list are:
Ensyn Technologies, which owns
a process for transforming wood and
other biomass into “bio-oil” which in
turn is used to produce renewable fuels and chemicals.
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Group IV Semiconductor, which
makes all-silicon, solid-state devices
that generate light using semiconductors instead of gases or filaments.
Iogen Corp., a recognized world
leader in technology to produce ethanol from cellulose.
Magenn Power, whose MARS
lighter-than-air, tethered wind turbine
generates electricity at high altitudes.
Menova Energy, maker of The
Power-Spar, a high-efficiency solar
concentrator that can be configured for
electricity, heat, cooling and/or lighting solutions.
Plasco Energy Group, which has
plasma gasification technology that
converts household, commercial or industrial waste into green energy.
This cleantech sextet is not only being recognized at industry love-ins in
Toronto; it is also being noticed by investors and media worldwide.
Ensyn, founded in the mid-80s,
has been busy hosting a stream of
large corporations who’ve come
round with an eye on the company’s
Rapid Thermal Processing (RTP)
technology. President and CEO,
Tom Gale, compares the RTP process of extracting bio-oil to throwing water at a frying pan. “[The biomass] turns to stream instantly – we
convert solid biomass to a gas then
to a liquid in less than two seconds.”
The company has to date used its
RTP for applications in the food
and chemical industries, but is intent on bio-oil’s lucrative potential
in the renewable fuels market. Mr.
Gale notes that Ensyn’s process has
an advantage over other approaches
for making alternative fuel in that
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Tom Gale, president and CEO
of Ensyn Technologies Inc.
it uses waste by-products, such as
sawdust, bark and straw, from forestry and agriculture rather than
valuable crops or wood.
In December, Magenn Power and
its high-flying turbine got ink in the
lofty pages of the New York Times.
Magenn’s floating wind catcher promises not to only replace enviro-messy
coal and diesel generators but wind
towers as well. With a global “wind
map” of the stratosphere, according
to Mac Brown, Magenn’s chief marketing officer and co-founder, MARS
turbines can be tethered anywhere in
the world.
At Bionorth 2007, Chris Henderson, chairman of the Delphi
Group, convened a session to
gauge what’s driving the cleantech
market. He cast his net wide. Is it
the construction industry? The automobile sector? Is it government? He
summarizes observations made by
Kevin Hydes, chair of the World
Green Building Council, and Dr.
Peter Frise, from the Ontario BioAuto Council as a “call to go beyond thinking of buildings and cars
as simply fuel consumers but as a
system of parts and processes.” He
explains that by making cars and
buildings out of lighter, recycled
or recyclable materials that contain
less toxic chemicals, we can drastically reduce the environmental
footprint of these products.
So clean technology isn’t just about
reducing fuel emissions from cars and
building a better light bulb. It’s also
about reducing the toxic chemicals
and the emissions that arise from the
processes used to make the multitude
of parts that go into such products.
Where cleantech investors are concerned, however, it’s all about being
able to produce these parts at a comparable cost. Once enterprise can do
that, we will see investors move to
cleantech readily. The demand for
clean technology is here. And when
the costs are aligned, the investors will
be there.
James Bowen, PhD, PMP, CMC is
an Ottawa technology entrepreneur
and adjunct professor at UOttawa’s
Telfer School of Management.

Then there was another dump. It
wasn’t an MIL-type setback. It was
a worldwide market correction in the
market Ottawa had built a worldwide
presence in, through Nortel and JDS
Fitel in particular. Jim Balsillie, coCEO of Research in Motion, which
continues to expand operations here,
says that Ottawa “was the hardest hit
city in the world” by the meltdown.
But that was five years ago and
more. And unlike the high tech wilderness that faced the pioneers who
survived MIL’s collapse, there was infrastructure in place to help the sector
recover. And lots of track record. Most
of those pioneers were, are, still pursuing the dream, still building value.
It took a quarter century for them to
build Silicon Valley North out of the
ashes of MIL. In the past five years,
the number of tech companies in Ottawa has surged 20% beyond the precollapse high mark, with a corresponding increase in employment.
And diversification has become a
hallmark of Ottawa high tech. It was
once telecom, telecom, telecom. It’s
now clean energy, software development, gaming, medical devices, defence and security systems, and still
a fair bit of telecom. Nortel was staggered but it wasn’t slain. It’s on its way
back again.
When I think of where we are and
where we’ve come from I can’t help
feeling that this should be a time for
rational exuberance. There’s a lot to
celebrate and when better than 2008?
We should be jumping for joy, actually, that out of nowhere a little
company like Allen-Vanguard could
develop enough muscle in a couple of
years to carry off Med-Eng and anchor a half billion dollar defence and
security powerhouse in our town. Last
month A-V reported record Q4 revenue, more than doubled to just over
$50 million. A month earlier it booked
a $25-million repeat order for electronic counter-measures systems.
A-V had to find $650 million to
complete the Med-Eng acquisition. It
took less than a month. PlascoEnergy
raised $54 million and said it would
more than double its staff of 85 people
in order to reach further into Canadian
and international markets. Also last
quarter satellite product maker International Datacasting Corp. raised
$10 million in a short-form public offering of 12.5 million common shares;
RAMTelecom Inc. planned to raise $2
million through a brokered sale; VoIP
software maker Bridgewater Systems
raised $35 million in its initial public
offering, selling more than 6.36 million shares at $5.50 each; fiber-to-thehome start-up Enablence Technologies Inc. bolstered cash reserves to
$67.53 million after a public offering
in October brought in gross proceeds of
$57.5 million; Cyrium Technologies
More, see Time for rational, page 6
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PEOPLE ON THE MOVE IN OTTAWA’S HIGH TECH COMMUNITY

Elias Diamantopoulos

is appointed N-able Technologies’
chief operating officer, responsible
for growing international business
and improving operational efficiency. Elias has more than 20 years of
experience within the IT industry,
managing and growing cross-functional business units around the globe,
including key regions within AsiaPacific, Latin America, Europe and
North America. Prior to joining Nable, he served as VP of sales, field
marketing and consulting services at
Hummingbird’s North American and
Asia-Pacific content management operations. He also held senior management positions at PC DOCS where
he managed Asia-Pacific operations.
Elias earned a bachelor’s degree in
electrical engineering from the State
University of NY Maritime College
and a master’s degree in electrical
and computer engineering from the
University of Massachusetts.

Chris Dodunski

is named director of North American
sales at CryptoCard. Chris began his
career as a rocket
weapons engineer
at Bristol Aerospace Ltd. In 1995,
he moved from the
defence sector to
the telecom industry when he joined
Newbridge as a
technical team leader of new product introduction. Chris
has held management positions at Catena Networks, Ciena Corporation
and Trigence Corp., where he was in
charge of developing and managing
the company’s global channel partner
program. Chris holds a BEng (aerospace/mechanical) from Carleton.

Steve Eglash

is appointed president and CEO at
Cyrium Technologies, a solar energy
startup company. Prior to joining Cyrium, Steve was a consultant and advisor
to the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory and the U.S. Department

of Energy where he
led a solar energy
strategic planning
project. Before that,
he was a venture
capitalist at Worldview Technology
Partners where he
emphasized investments in semiconductors, displays, lighting, and energy.
Steve was also vice president at SDL
(JDSU), managing efforts in telecommunications, printing, optical amplifiers, and industrial lasers. He began his
career as a research scientist at MIT
Lincoln Laboratory. A recognized
leader in his field, the two-time chairman of the OSA’s executive forum
at the Optical Fiber Conference is a
frequent speaker at symposiums such
as the Photonics Market Opportunities Forum and at SPIE’s Photonics
West. He was a speaker at the U.S.
Senate Committee on Energy & Natural Resources Science and Technology
Caucus. He is also involved in humanitarian projects including the Tech
Museum Awards for Technology Benefiting Humanity and the Global Social Benefit Incubator at Santa Clara
University. Steve received a PhD and
MSc from Stanford and a BSc from
University of California at Berkeley,
all in electrical engineering.

Gavin Garbutt,

president and CEO of N-able Technologies, is named the first executive
member of the vendor advisory board
at MSP Alliance
(MSPA), an organization advancing
business opportunities for managed
service providers.
Working with other
MSPA board members, Gavin will address vendor-specific issues related to creating technical
standards: supporting the global MSP
profession and striving to improve
relationships between vendors and
MSPs. Founder of N-able Technologies
and a founding executive of several

startups, Gavin has extensive experience in corporate strategy, including
equity and debt financing for private
and public companies in Canada, the
US and Europe.

Randall Howard

joins iotum as chairman of the board.
Randall is a founding partner of Verdexus, and was founder, chairman and CEO
of MKS Inc. He has
been on the board of,
and advisor to, such
companies as Necho
Systems Corp., GoodContacts, Whitehill
Technologies and Waterloo Maple
Software.

Pronexus

adds two new faces to its team. Aaron Spigelblatt (top right) joins the
company as territory
sales manager, and
Sean White (below
left) comes onboard
as telecom support
e n g i n e e r. A a r o n
brings a blend of
sales skills and technical know-how. Describing himself as a techie trapped
in a salesman’s body, he started his
own computer technician business
while attending uOttawa, where he
earned a degree in
social science. Prior
to Pronexus, Aaron
worked for Consumer Impact Marketing in a variety of
sales and marketing
positions. In his spare
time he enjoys camping, cross-country and downhill skiing, mountain biking, squash, golf,
and rowing. Sean will be responsible
for supporting Pronexus’s worldwide
network of VBVoice customers. He
holds a diploma in network and internet security from CDI College in
Nepean. Prior to Pronexus, Sean was
technical services representative at
NexInnovations and junior network
administrator at Pearson Canada

Solutions. Interested in tweaking
cars when time permits, he also enjoys playing hockey, fishing, and
camping.

The Utility Company

appoints four employees to new positions. Janice Siddons is named chief
operating officer, overseeing finance,
operations and human resources. Prior to joining Utility, Janice worked as
VP of N-able Technologies’ global
channel team, a group of partner
development specialists, solutions
architects, channel sales representatives and support services people.
A member of Utility’s managerial
staff since the company’s inception
in 2006, Janice was named a Channel
Chief in 2006, an annual compilation
of trade publication CRN’s top 50
most influential channel executives.
Janice enjoys working out, golfing,
cooking and watching movies. Scott
Jackson is appointed VP of technology services, responsible for Utility’s
Connected Office services. From
2000 to 2006, he was director of partner development for a leading MSP
software vendor. There he oversaw
service delivery, working closely
with more than 1,000 service providers across North America. Scott has
a background in both technology and
accounting, having spent the first 10
years of his career in accounting at a
small business before gaining technical expertise as a senior systems engineer with General Electric Information Technology Solutions. Scott
is a technology enthusiast, a “gadget
guy” who enjoys skiing and golfing. Jason Creally is named VP of
sales, responsible for franchise sales.
Jason’s new duties include working with prospective franchisees to
determine if the company’s Beyond
Managed Services program fits their
business objectives. He has more
than 13 years of software and services sales experience, primarily in the
SMB space. Most recently, Jason was
channel manager at N-Able where he
gave numerous conference presentations to the MSP community. He is
graduate of Wilfrid Laurier University, where he earned bachelor of

business administration degree An
avid sportsman, he enjoys hockey,
baseball and, in particular, golf. Aaron Bradley is named director of marketing, responsible for marketing both
Beyond Managed Services franchise
opportunities and Connected Office
service offerings. Most recently, he
was marketing manager at managed
service provider NUVO Network
Management, where he supported
the marketing efforts of multinational
channel partners like IBM, G.E. and
Sprint. Aaron has an entrepreneurial
background, which includes over 10
years experience in high-tech marketing and brand management in
the Ottawa area. He has a BComm
(marketing) from Carleton School
of Commerce and studied graphic
web design at Carleton School of
Industrial Design. For diversion and
fitness, Aaron plays baseball.

Tim Workman

is named VP of strategic initiatives
at Acron Capability Engineering
Inc. Prior to joining
Acron, Tim was a
major with the Canadian Armed Forces,
where he had a range
of achievements in
the training and
simulation field. He
most recently headed a branch of the
Army Individual Training Authority
Headquarters focused on enhancing
military training programs through
the use of E-learning, distance education, and simulation. His efforts over
the past year resulted in his being
awarded a Chief of Defence Staff
Commendation as well as the 2007
New Brunswick Knowledge Industry Recognition Award for “Industry
Person of the Year.” Currently serving as a VP for LearnNB, the New
Brunswick chapter of the Canadian
Society for Training and Development, Tim is helping to develop New
Brunswick’s initiative on advanced
learning and performance support
systems. He will work out of Acron’s
office in Fredericton.
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Facebook gathers opponents to sidetrack copyright rewrite
As December approached and the
tabling of the bill seemed inevitable, Mr. Geist mobilized what can be
described as a classic
grassroots moveROBERT JANELLE
ment brought into the
digital age.
He updated a September post where
he listed 30 things readers could do to
make their voices heard on the issue,
n late December, Industry Minis- which was picked up by many other
ter Jim Prentice was expected to bloggers. He made a video version of
table revised Canadian copyright the list and posted it on the massive
legislation to deal with copyright in a video-sharing site YouTube, giving it
digital age. Essentially, it was to be a further exposure.
Canadian equivalent of the American
Having his concerns online also
Digital Millennium Copyright Act, helped bring the issue to traditional
passed in 1998.
print and broadcast media (along with
But something happened on the way Mr. Geist writing about the topic himto the House of Commons and the bill self as a columnist for the Ottawa Citiwas delayed until at least the end of zen and Toronto Star.)
this month. Specifically, University of
But the coup-de-grace came when
Ottawa law prohe took advanfessor
Michael
The group went viral, tage of one of the
Geist happened.
biggest
spreading around the world’s
For months Mr.
social media platGeist has been pubforms: Facebook.
country at an
lic about his reserHe created a
incredible speed.
vations concerning
group called Fair
the new copyright
Copyright
for
act on his blog [www.michaelgeist.ca], Canada and sent out a few invites. The
listing the potential harm such a bill could group went viral, spreading around the
do to regular consumers.
country at an incredible speed. In fact,
Several examples he’s given of con- even with my modest friends list, I’d
sumer activity that could potentially received invites to the group within 24
be criminalized by the bill include rip- hours of its creation.
ping music from a legally purchased
Within a week, the group had 10,000
CD to put it on an MP3 player, using members joining the virtual petition.
the time-shifting ability offered by By the time the bill was to be tabled it
some cable receivers to watch televi- had 25,000 members and at the time of
sion shows at a later time and putting this writing it had more than 30,000.
legally obtained software on a cell
Within the pages of the group,
phone or PDA. He’s also stated con- members have discussed and debatcerns about the possible erosion of fair ed the issue and posted their letters
use, which protects the right to parody to Members of Parliament, along
and criticize copyrighted works.
with responses they’ve received.

Blogscanning

I

The momentum led some supporters
to bring the issue to Mr. Prentice in
person when he held an open house
at his Calgary riding office.
It’s interesting to see that a grassroots movement that ran almost entirely through blogs and other social
media had a direct impact on public
policy.
However, Mr. Geist has stated repeatedly since the copyright bill’s delay that this success probably couldn’t
be repeated with too many issues. In
this case, he targeted tech-savvy con-

sumers through their preferred medium with an issue that directly affected
them, since new copyright laws could
also affect what can be posted on blogs
and social networking sites.
There was also the unobtrusive nature
of the movement. Rather than bombarding people with spam-like e-mails that
were more akin to chain letters, supporters received at most, a single line of text
inviting them to join a group.
Whether you agree with Mr.
Geist and his supporters, or like
Financial Post columnist Terence

Corcoran you view them as “Telecom Trotskyites,” he’s shown us
something important: there’s far
more to social media than just seeing who can build the biggest list of
“friends” and poking them.
Bob Janelle is a freelance journalist who has plied his trade at
the Citizen and Kingston’s WhigStandard. A bilingual grad of
Algonquin’s J-School, where he
won awards for both writing and
photography, he is a self-confessed
video game addict.
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secured continued financing from key analytics software and professional and U.S. military; Cognos Inc.’s Q3
investors, bringing total funding for services; Seprotech Systems Inc. revenue jumped by 16.3%, resulting
its proprietary solar cell technology to raised revenue by 144% to $7.9 mil- in a near doubling of profit to $31
more than $5.5 million; iotum, a voice lion in FY ’07; wireless networking million.
2.0 company, secured new funding company DragonWave Inc. almost
COM DEV International Ltd.,
from boutique investment and man- doubled sales, up 91.4% to $9.9 mil- based in Cambridge with design opagement consulting firm Verdexus; lion in Q2.
erations in Ottawa, was awarded a
water and wastewa$24-million contract
ter treatment equipFederal spending on science and technology to provide advanced
ment maker Sepropayload electronics
passed $9 billion in 2006 and will reach
tech Systems Inc.
for a major comraised $500,000 in
$9.5 billion this year. I don’t think it’s naïve mercial satellite
private placement.
constellation; Mitel
to believe, as I do, that it’s easier to access
Not a bad few
received a contract
months of fund raisto supply advanced
programs and agencies of government
ing. A pretty good
IP communications
when you live here.
time for sales and
solutions to the
bottom lines as well.
Dutch government,
Macadamian, the privately held softCalian Technologies Ltd. raised in a deployment the company called
ware design company, reported in- overall revenue by 33% to $45.7; ‘massive’; satellite products maker
creased revenue by more than half in Telesat Canada lifted operating rev- International Datacasting Corp.
fiscal 2007, to $10.2 million, while enue to $130.4 million, a 14.9% per- boosted revenue 36.8% in its third
winning 44 new customers; follow- cent increase from last year’s third quarter.
ing a successful pilot project, March quarter, and raised profits by 33.3%
Something else I think worth
Networks, which reported record Q2 to $26.4 million; navigation systems celebrating is the way we’re conrevenues, got the go-ahead to supply maker OSI Geospatial Inc. raised necting to the world. The Ontario
a chain of 1,600 US gas station con- revenue by 70.1% in Q3 and closed Chamber of Commerce gave an
venience stores with its retail business several contracts with the Australian award to OZ Optics for expanding
into foreign markets. No awards,
but kudos are due Thermal Energy International Inc. for entering
a three-party venture to establish
a permanent office and assembly
plant in China, and also FreeBalance, which opened an office in
MORE OPPORTUNITIES.
Pristina, Kosovo, to serve custom!"#$%&'()*+,+)-.'/01#"'#/)#.)'23)$.'#4"$#).55.4#0'&#&2/)&/).04)67)8.9+):2)2'#24#"&')%0';42;/).<)$.'#4"$#).55.4#0'&#&2/)2"$%)=.'#%+)>&/&#).04)329/&#2)#.)?&23)$0442'#)
ers in Africa, Asia and Europe.
$.'/01#"'#).55.4#0'&#&2/+
I mentioned infrastructure a while
back. There are many components, not
CLIENT MARKETING.
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least the great pool of entrepreneurial
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and technical talent that has been developed over a quarter century. But the
A PERSONAL TOUCH.
mix must include the support and ser:2)3"'#)#.)=22#)C.0)/.)#%"#)32)$"')92##24)0';24/#"';)C.04)$"4224)(."1/D)/@&11/)"';)3.4@&'()542<242'$2/+):2)3&11)3.4@)3&#%)C.0).')"').'(.&'()9"/&/)#.)=.?2)C.04)
vices of governments. By this measure
$"4224)<.43"4;+
we continue to do extremely well. The
WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED.
public sector in Canada spends more
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proportionally on non-military R&D
than any other industrialized counOPPORTUNITY NOTIFICATION.
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try. Federal spending on science and
?"4&.0/)/@&11/+
technology passed $9 billion in 2006
and will reach $9.5 billion this year.
REWARDING YOUR CONTACTS.
Ontario’s comparable figure in 2006,
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the latest available, was $776 million.
HERE WHEN YOU NEED US.
I don’t think it’s naïve to believe, as I
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do, that it’s easier to access programs
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and agencies of government when you
live here.
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All in all there’s a lot to be very
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glad about on the Ottawa tech scene.
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It’s a time, I think, for some rational
exuberance. We’ve come a long way
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in a short time.
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“Massive” Dutch
deployment

Mitel is supplying advanced IP communications solutions to 96 institutions of the
Dutch government, in a deployment the
company is calling “massive.” The sixyear contract is awarded under the Netherlands government’s OverheidsTelecom
2006, a program which solicits tenders
from telecom companies for services and
equipment installations across multiple
Dutch ministries and other government
authorities. The deal will see 52,000 lines
moved to a Mitel platform.

ISO certified

FreeBalance, a global provider of financial management solutions for public institutions, receives ISO 9001:2000
certification. The Ottawa firm achieved
the coveted certification for its quality
management service (QMS), a customercentric initiative including an international
steering committee, an automated client
portal for enhanced customer interaction,
and an online feedback “scorecarding”
feature to ensure customer satisfaction.
“The launch of the FreeBalance QMS represents a milestone and key investment for
our company,” says Manuel Schiappa
Pietra, president and CEO. “The ISO
9001:2000 certification process has been
comprehensive and illustrates the value
that we place on quality and our commitment to delivering customer-centric
products and services.” ISO 9001:2000
is an internationally recognized quality
management system standard developed
by the International Organization for
Standardization. To qualify, companies
must implement a well-documented QMS
for review by a third party. FreeBalance’s
certification process was overseen by
BSI Management Systems, which performed on-site assessments, examined
FreeBalance’s documented procedures,
and audited operations.

New US partner

Ottawa’s CryptoCard engages JCS
& Associates Inc. to provide its two-

factor security identification systems
to the North American market. The
Michigan-based company, a network
security specialist, is the latest addition to CryptoCard’s North American
partner program. “CryptoCard is very
pleased to be collaborating with a highly established and respected partner
such as JCS & Associates,” says Chris
Dodunski, CryptoCard’s new director of North American sales. “They
have the kind of market focus that precisely fits with our objectives for the
CryptoCard Partner Program. We look
forward to a very active and successful
road ahead.” CryptoCard’s new partner
program allows value-added resellers
to integrate its authentication solutions
with their own remote access products
for the financial, health care, insurance
and government sectors throughout
North America.

BelAir100C access nodes across the
resort. The installation provides highspeed wireless access in guest rooms,
amenities, public areas and more than
1,400 villas.

Follow-on deal

Mosaid Technologies Inc. relicences
its proprietary semiconductor memory technology to Winbond Electronics Corp. The follow-on, running-royalty agreement will see the
Taiwanese company licence and use
the technology under the Winbond
brand for a further seven years, its
current five-year licence for Mosaid’s
commodity and embedded DRAM
and PSRAM products having expired. Financial details have not been
disclosed.

“Number 1”

Ottawa’s BelAir Networks is named
the top, worldwide provider of wireless mesh nodes based on revenue,
according to a report by Dell’Oro
Group, a California-based market researcher. “BelAir Networks is proud
to be recognized as the new market
leader as this industry embarks on the
next chapter of its development,” says
Jim Freeze, SVP of marketing and
alliances. “BelAir’s reputation for delivering proven, cost-effective wireless
broadband networks with the industry’s
highest performance has earned the
company the respect and trust of customers and strategic partners worldwide.” BelAir’s rise to market leader,
along with continued contract wins,
has not gone unnoticed by investors.
BelAir recently raised $17.5 million
in Series-E funding, a round that saw
new investor Wellington Financial
LP coming in with $5.5 million, while
Export Development Canada and a
group of existing investors provided
$12 million in equity financing. BelAir
says that proceeds will be used to drive
the company’s global expansion strategy. BelAir recently deployed a broadband mesh network at the sprawling
Sheraton Vistana Resort in Orlando,
Florida. BelAir worked with Sprint to
install the network, which includes 85

$35-million IPO

VoIP software maker Bridgewater
Systems raises $35 million in its initial
public offering, selling more than 6.36
million shares at $5.50 each. The Ottawa-based company initially planned
to raise $75 million at a share evaluation of $7.50 to $8.50, but investor disinterest forced the firm to halve the size
and pricing of the IPO. The company
will use net proceeds from the sale to
expand consulting and design services,
fund new products and to strengthen
sales and marketing. Bridgewater’s
stock is now trading on the TSE under
the symbol “BWC.”

Nine in Top 10

Local companies take nine of the 30
winning spots in this year’s annual
Canada’s Top 10 competition. An Ottawa Centre for Research and Innovation (OCRI) program, Canada’s
Top 10 is a national investment competition that recognizes the country’s
most promising candidates for VC
investment among early-stage com-

panies. This year’s winners, selected
by a sector-specific panel of US and
Canadian VCs, include nine Ottawabased companies competing in three
categories: Life Sciences (Artenga
Inc., which designs medical devices
for people with serious diseases),
Cleantech (EcoVu Analytics Inc. and
Menova Energy Inc.) and Technology (Avoca Semiconductor Inc.,
Gridpoint Systems, IPeak Networks Inc., Kleer Semiconductor,
MODASolutions and neuroLanguage). This year marks the first
time technology companies were represented in the competition. “OCRI
is pleased to play an active role in
the growth of so many exceptional
Canadian companies,” says Michelle
Scarborough, director, investment
and commercialization, OCRI. “This
is a successful program as evidenced
by the investment in past winners.
Through this year’s expansion, companies from the technology sector can
now join the life science and cleantech companies that benefit from exposure to VCs and other investors.”
Presented by major sponsor Borden
Ladner Gervais LLP, the competition gave companies an opportunity
to hone presentation skills as they
prepare themselves for the first leg
of the 2008 Investment Forum series,
which features stops in New York,
Boston and San Francisco in the new
year. Since the program’s inception
in 1999, Canada’s Top 10 winners
have secured over $500 million in
disclosed VC financing.

Raising $2 million

RAMTelecom Inc. is planning to
raise $2 million through a brokered
sale of roughly 7.41 million share
units. The Ottawa-based company
says it will use the net proceeds from
the private placement, which will be
handled by Toronto-based Regenesis Capital Management Inc., to
upgrade its satellite communications
services. The agreement will see
RAMTelecom pay Regenesis 8% of
the gross proceeds, as well as broker
warrants equal to 8% of the number
of units sold.

Profit winged
by loonie

Satellite products maker International
Datacasting Corp. boosts revenue by
36.8% in Q3 despite the strong Canadian dollar, which effectively drops
profit by 4.5%. Revenue for the period
hit $5.8 million, while net earnings
fall to $66,389 from $69,537. Numbers for the current fiscal year to date,
however, are up significantly from
a year ago, even with a total foreign
exchange loss of $719,084. Revenue
for the first nine months of 2007 leapt
57.6% to $17.2 million, netting IDC
a profit of $572,212 compared to a
net loss of $600,703 a year earlier.
“Our year-to-date results show strong
growth over last year in both top-line
and bottom-line performance,” says
CEO Ron Clifton. ”The results were,
unfortunately, impacted negatively by
the rapid appreciation of the Canadian
dollar, which saw a 13% change in the
quarter.”

Product lines sold

MDS Nordion is offloading its external beam therapy and self-contained irradiator product lines to Virginia-based
Best Medical International Inc., a
maker of radiotherapy and oncology
products. Part of MDS Nordion’s strategy to focus on its growing molecular medicine business, the divestiture
doesn’t appear to threaten the jobs of
some 150 local employees working
on the two product lines, which Best
Medical has indicated it will continue
to manufacture at the Ottawa company’s facilities on March Road. As part
of the deal, Best Medical will purchase
the land on which the factory manufacturing the product lines stands. It
is not known how much Best Medical
is paying for the beam therapy and irradiator lines, respectively used to treat
cancer and to sterilize blood to prevent
disease and for research purposes. The
businesses have combined revenue of
US$32 million annually. Best Medical
will market the lines under the brand
Best Theratronics.
More, see Nuggets, page 8

Telecom Ottawa delivers broadband
connectivity and managed data services to
businesses, government, educational and
health institutions and other organizations
that depend on reliable access and
operational excellence.
We offer personalized service to make
your business perform better

www.nationalcapitalscan.ca
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BlackBerry application

Ottawa-based software outsourcer bitHeads Inc. is called upon by Vaultus
Mobile Technologies to develop a
BlackBerry application that will allow
users to access stock trading services.
The Massachusetts company will run
the solution on its mobile application
platform. “We are very pleased to be
selected by Vaultus for this important
project,” says bitHeads CEO Scott
Simpson. “We’re very proud of our
10-year track record of building mission-critical mobile applications and
look forward to working closely with
Vaultus and their award-winning mobile application platform.” The project
will see a team from bitHeads working
alongside staff at Vaultus.

Utility offloading biz

Hydro Ottawa is selling its broadband
network and wireless Internet division,
Telecom Ottawa. Saying the divestiture
would allow it to focus on its core business, generating and distributing electricity, the utility is apparently no longer
interested in owning the more volatile
communications enterprise, which is $32
million in debt. “Our decision to explore
a sale of Telecom Ottawa is based on

the board’s preference for low-risk investments that provide stable, long-term
returns, combined with our expectation
that the company will have strong market
value,” Hydro Ottawa chairman Pierre
Richard told the city in a memo, according to the Ottawa Sun. Telecom Ottawa
serves approximately 95% of government offices and institutions in Ottawa,
as well as 200 businesses.

$3.4-million donation

IBM gives uOttawa’s DISCOVER lab
a $3.4-million birthday present on the
anniversary of the virtual lab’s opening 10 years ago. The grant will bring
Big Blue on campus in a partnership
to research “collaborative tele-presence,” which gives two or more users
the impression of being in one location and subject to the same sensory
stimuli, allowing interaction with each
other and objects as if in the real world.
The project will ultimately have applications in surgery planning, disaster
management, engineering design, and
industrial
training. The donation comes
Agency: McGill Buckley Inc.
from
IBM’sNadine
Shared
University
Research
Contact:
Buckley
613-728-4199
ext: 21
grant
which supports univerDate:program,
12/14/07
sity
projects
worldwide
by connecting
Client:
National
Capital Scan
top
academic
researchers
Ref:
240003-House
Ad—1/2with
page IBM
and third-party product developers and
solution providers.

More army contracts

Ottawa-based navigation systems maker
OSI Geospatial continues to find business with key customer the US military,
signing another US$1 million in contracts to develop and update its command-and-control technology for the
US army’s operational requirements.
“We are pleased that the US army continues to invest in our command-andcontrol technology,” says OSI Geospatial CEO Ken Kirkpatrick. “We closed
approximately $8 million of business
with the US army in 2007 and expect
this to increase significantly in 2008.”
The company expects to complete the
new work within the next year.

impacted by continued delays in the
award of anticipated new business from
the Canadian government of protective
products for the Canadian forces,” says
CEO David Scott. “We do not expect
this situation to improve before Q3 of
this year.” On a more positive note, the
company says it was recently awarded
contracts worth $20-million over three
years for its ballistic and fragmentation
protection products. It did not reveal
the name of the customer(s). PSP is
currently in the process of relocating
headquarters from Kelowna, British
Columbia, to its new factory and corporate office in Arnprior.

Higher sales, losses

Tarquin Group Inc. almost quadruples revenue from $579,820 a
year ago to $2.1 million in Q2, 2008.
But losses during the period keep
pace, increasing to $1.04 million
($5.7 a share) from $251,851 ($3.9
a share). The Ottawa-based holding
company, which bought local firms
Body armour products maker Pacif- Process Photonics Inc. and Dipix
ic Safety Products Inc. is unable to Technologies Inc. earlier this year,
shield itself against weaker sales and was recently frustrated in its attempts
Proof: P1contracts in Q1, as profits drop
delayed
to raise financing in a private placeto
$119,000N/A
from $243,000 a year Pub:
ago. NCSacn
ment on the TSX
Venture Exchange
Insertion:
Color:Col
Revenue shrunk to $6.7 million from and has sinceSize:
taken
a $300,000
loan
10.25”
x 6.5” h
$8.9 million. “First-quarter results re- from investors to meet its RBC loan
flect weak core sales and were also payments.

Profit slips

Chinese venture

Energy reduction systems maker
Thermal Energy International Inc.
is entering a three-party venture to
establish a permanent office and assembly plant in China. Along with
partners Oriental-Unicorn Sales and
Marketing Co. and E5 Enterprises
LLC of Markham, Ont., majority
stakeholder Thermal Energy plans to
open the office in Guangzhou Province by the end of the year. “This
joint venture provides an excellent
anchor in China for Thermal Energy to
accelerate its sales efforts with a permanent presence in the China market
and demonstrates a commitment to the
market which we know is important
for customers there,” says Thermal
CEO Tim Angus, who will serve as
GM of the new partnership. Thermal recently entered the vast Chinese
market with industrial installations of
its GEM Condensate Return System
and FLU-ACE waste heat recovery
technology. The company has already
formed marketing partnerships with
several firms throughout the country,
and has received funding from China’s
government for ongoing R&D projects undertaken with the South China
University of Technology.
More, see Nuggets, page 9

Why Search A Few Technology
Jobs In Ottawa When You Can
Scan Over 1,000?
Ottawa’s most comprehensive web site for up to date news on the local advanced technology sector is also where
you’ll find current listings for virtually all technology jobs in Ottawa. If you’re looking to hire or be hired, stop
searching and start scanning.

www.nationalcapitalscan.ca
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Merger leads to cuts

Telesat Canada jettisons 52 employees, citing job redundancy stemming
from its recent $3.25-billion acquisition by New-York based Loral Skynet. Hit hardest were the company’s
Ottawa operations, where 35 jobs
were cut across all departments. A
company spokesperson says the affected employees have been offered
“generous” packages and career help.
About 480 staff remain at Telesat’s
Ottawa headquarters.

Selling

Information technology management
services company NUVO Network
Management Inc. is being bought
by Austin, Tex.-based Versata Enterprises Inc. for approximately
$17.65 million in cash. Although not
yet a fait accompli, the deal now effectively needs only the approval of
shareholders, to whom NUVO’s board
of directors have unanimously recommended the sale. “By joining the
Versata family, we believe that NUVO
will benefit from the leverage offered
by a larger parent similarly focused
on IT solutions,” says Phil Weaver,
president and CEO of NUVO. “This
acquisition is expected to enable a
broader set of product and services
offerings for our customers and to
secure a continued focus on the substantial business benefits captured by
customers who deploy NUVO’s IT
management services.” According
to the privately held Versata, NUVO
will continue to operate independently

within Versata’s family of software
and services businesses. The proposed
transaction is expected to close in February, pending shareholder and court
approvals. NUVO recently reported
record earnings, as it quadrupled Q4
profits and pushed annual earnings to
a new high. Net earnings for the closing three months of 2007 – NUVO’s
seventh-consecutive quarter in the
black – climbed to $641,298 ($0.2 two
a share) from $161,502 ($0.1 a share),
though revenue decreased by 3.8% to
$4.1 million. Year-over-year earnings
reached a record-high, surging from
$71,709 last year to $922,850, on revenue of $16.6 million, which included
a $600,000 future tax recovery gain.
NUVO realized its most profitable
year yet despite the strong Canadian
dollar, which in effect cut revenue
by $150,000 and increased costs by
$50,000, says the company.

$500,000 raised

Ottawa-based Seprotech Systems Inc.
raises $500,000 in private placement consisting of two million units at $0.25 each.
The water and wastewater treatment equipment maker did not name the new investor

but noted that it was a Toronto investment
firm with a strong focus in the resource and
environmental sectors. Facilitated by M
Partners, the deal is still awaiting final approval from the TSX Venture Exchange.
More, see Nuggets, page 10

Masters Certificate in Business Analysis
Effective business analysts can deliver real business
benefits – usable software, shorter life cycles, lower
budgets, and shorter time to market; they bridge the gap
between the end user and the technical team. The Masters Certificate in Business Analysis program focuses on
the soft and hard competencies required by a business
analyst; providing you with the tools and techniques to
plan, elicit, analyse, model, validate and manage user
requirements through the project life cycle. You will leave
the program with practical skills that can be applied
immediately, as well as new ways of solving problems.

Benefits of the Masters Certificate in

BUSINESS ANALYSIS
Effective business analysis techniques
Instructors with practical experience
Real life simulations and case studies
Networking opportunities

Series A closed

Recognia Inc. raises an unspecified
sum in its Series-A financing round.
The privately-held, Ottawa-based
company, which makes software that
tracks and analyzes publicly traded
stocks, says it will use the proceeds
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Our clients are not, to be accurate, at a total loss for words but,
more specifically, at a loss for words that will make a difference
to their marketing efforts. Persuasive words. Compelling
words. Motivating words. Words that let their customers and,
prospective customers, know who they are, what they do and,
most importantly, why doing business with them works so well.
McGill Buckley is an integrated marketing agency that works
with clients in Ottawa and across Canada. We use words,
images, ideas, strategic thinking and hands-on experience to

Clients Call Us When They Are At A Loss For Words.

create marketing programs that stand out and deliver results.
If you’d like to have a word with us about the difference
we can make to your marketing, please call our President &
Creative Director, Stephen McGill at 613-728-4199, ext. 22.

www.mcgillbuckley.com
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Switches selected

Ottawa-based Tundra Semiconductor Corp. signs an agreement that will
put its Tsi578 interconnect switches
into GE Fanuc’s high-powered computers for defence and aerospace applications. “GE Fanuc’s system blades
are a perfect example of the variety of
technologies that our industry-leading
RapidIO switches enable,” says Tracy
Richardson, Tundra’s VP of marketing. “These applications demonstrate
how our customers are leveraging
the value of our Rapid IO interconnect solutions to bring scalability and
throughput to their customers.” Tundra’s products help move data signals
between computer components. In
other news, Tundra and IBM recently partnered to co-develop Tundra’s
products. The collaboration will see
Tundra license IBM’s 65-nanometre
power processor core for use in its
system interconnect technology. The
new arrangement is an extension of
a previous agreement to include Big
Blue’s 90nm processor in Tundra’s
chips. The company saw revenue
drop 18.5% to $17.9 million in Q2,
resulting in an increased net loss of
$711,000 ($0.4 per share), more than
triple its $211,000 ($0.1 per share)
loss a year ago. “The communications
infrastructure market slowdown resulted in lower-than-expected sales of
our communications products, and the
continued appreciation of the Canadian dollar has decreased our top-line
revenue by close to 15% in the last
several quarters,” notes CEO Daniel
Hoste. Tundra forecasts third-quarter
revenue of between $14 million and
$16.5 million, and a loss of one cent
per diluted share or a profit of three
cents per share on a pro forma basis.

Record revenue

March Networks enjoys record revenue in Q2, but still suffers a net loss.
The digital surveillance products maker
was $666,000 ($0.4 per diluted share)
in the red during the period, a marked
drop from the $1.4 million ($0.9 per
share) it netted a year ago. The company reports that the loss results largely
from a one-time $2.4-million charge
“related to a retrofit program which
the company initiated to proactively
address design issues related to the
company’s installed base of transit
products.” Revenue rose by 5.3% to a
record high of $27.7 million, despite
reduced sales to top customer WalMart.

Cut to consolidate

Corel Corp. is shutting down operations in Minneapolis and consolidating
business in Silicon Valley and China.
The company says that about 50 Minneapolis staff will be cut, while a number will continue to work from home.
“By concentrating our digital media
operations…we will be able to better
leverage our global resources and talent while further improving the operational efficiency between our software
development, product management,
and marketing teams,” says Jeff Hastings, president and general manager
of Corel Digital Media. Corel dove
into the digital media market in August
2006 with its US$196 acquisition of
InterVideo, which makes multimedia
DVD software. The restructuring will
have little effect on operations at Ottawa headquarters, where only six of
roughly 400 staff will be affected, according to Corel.

US reseller engaged

Ottawa’s Internet protocol television
(IPTV) product maker Espial Group
Inc. teams up with Virginia-based Avail
Media to resell its Evo IPTV Service
Platform throughout North America. Espial and Virginia-based Avail, a content
aggregation and IPTV transport service
provider, will also co-develop new IPTV
applications. “Avail Media’s decision to
license the Evo IPTV Service Platform
and become our strategic reseller targeting small and mid-size service providers
will accelerate adoption of IPTV in the
US market,” says Dave Williamson,
Espial’s VP of sales. “The combination of Avail Media’s extensive set of
transport rights to premium standarddefinition, high-definition and audio
channels with their proven capability to
deploy and manage the service delivery
infrastructure for an operator makes this
an exciting partnership.” Espial’s core
product, Evo IPTV Service Platform
offers features that include video on
demand, electronic TV guides and Internet browsers for television, and the
carrier-grade Evo Server, which allows
service providers to deliver, manage and
sell IPTV services.
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Strong sales in 2007

Macadamian increases revenue by
about 52% in fiscal 2007, thanks to
growing demand for its development
services. The privately held, Ottawabased software design company pushed
sales to $10.2 million, while winning
44 new customers. “Increasing the customer base, growing in the independent software vendor, telecommunications and health sciences verticals, and

SCAN is catalogued in the EBSCO database for use
by academic and public libraries worldwide.
Please recycle this paper if you are not passing it forward.

Information • Integrity • Intelligence
winning end-to-end projects where we
helped customers from user experience
to development to product release were
strategic goals last year,” says Macadamian CEO Frederic Boulanger.

“Not only did we achieve all three, but
we also landed new customers in our
target geographies of San Jose, Boston,
Toronto and Dallas. I’m very pleased
with our performance.”

Doyletech Corporation
Making Technology Happen TM

We help businesses, governments, and
researchers turn technology into wealth.

Tel: (613) 226.8900
www.doyletechcorp.com

Our deliverables are:

For Businesses:

For Governments:

For Researchers:

market research reports,
product migration strategies,
business plans,
commercialization programs

economic and R&D impact analyses,
policy frameworks,
Sector Council studies,
economic development strategies

commercialization workshops,
technology roadmaps,
business opportunity documents,
partnerships
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Cost and complexity rise rapidly with farsight
This should be intuitive.
In order to
increase
certainty of inANDREW WAITMAN formation for future events the
efforts (and associated costs)
of improving certainty for
farther and farther out events
ue diligence is a criti- increases at some unknown
cal part of the invest- but accelerating and timement process for in- related rate. Knowing somevestors. Due diligence refers thing with absolute certainty
to investigating and verifying one month from now will be
the facts and claims related to expensive but not impossible
a business. This may include to achieve. However, as time
financial data, the backgrounds increases between now and
of individuals, contracts with the future unknown outcome,
customers, technical claims the number of variables with
and a myriad of other matters a causal relationship to the
material to the current state outcome begins to expand at
and future potential of a com- some rate. In order to invespany. What this investigation tigate how each of these variencompasses and the efforts ables will contribute to the
expended is germane to this final outcome there is a cost
of variable investigation outdiscussion.
Gathering facts and vali- come. The complexity is exdating claims on the current acerbated as these variables
state of a business is a rela- inter-relate affecting each
tively straightforward review other in positive and negative
process. From a financial due ways.
For example, the variable
diligence perspective, auditors
perform this task every year on that a person will want to carbehalf of the board of direc- ry around music on small battors for all public companies tery powered device depends
and most private companies. on the variable of “how much
Financial and legal due dili- they are willing to spend on
gence is well covered ground this device,” which is loosely
in audit, banking, investment impacted by the variable of
and legal circles. I will not re- “current macro economic conditions.”
tread that ground here.
Furthermore, the variable
My observations and conclusions are related to future- “how easy it is to transfer
oriented due diligence, par- their current music collection
ticularly concerning customer onto this device” is connected
and channel commitments with the variable “how many
leading to market share, size, of their friends are doing this
growth and competitive dy- at any point in time” and so
on and so on. Numerous and
namics.
Historical company infor- often increasing numbers of
mation often can be validated variables over time affect the
with 100% certainty if you final outcome.
In addition to the difficulty
are willing to spend the time,
effort and money. Custom- of identifying all the varier invoices, contracts, cash ables necessary to investigate
transactions and so on can a future outcome and the asall be researched and verified sociated costs of investigatby independent investigators. ing each variable’s outcome,
However, the economic cost there is of course an inherent
of achieving 100% certainty error or noise function that is
often far exceeds the value of introduced with each causal
that information. Auditors, in- variable. This error increases
vestors and investigators typi- with time and reduces certaincally use a random or pseudo- ty while increasing the cost
random sampling method- of acquiring sufficient inforology to ensure the cost of mation to improve predictive
investigating and validating ability. The noise arises as a
does not exceed some reason- result of the fact you are not
able economic threshold.
investigating the actual event
Facts and future events are but merely some future varidifferent animals. In due dili- able event that may not occur
gence they must be treated so. as “claimed” during the inHow does this information/ vestigation. For example, the
cost trade-off affect investiga- answer the VP of Engineering
tions of claims that are about gave you changed between
events in the future? The the time of questioning and
economic cost of “certainty” the time of some future event.
increases rapidly with time. Context evolves.

Money Talks

D

Imagine you need to investigate the
Due diligence of future events cre- business. The illusion delusion leads to
probability of a company reaching its an- ates the potential danger of simplistic, adverse selection. Adverse selection is
nual revenue target one year from now. trite and misleading conclusions. The selecting companies that turn out to be
That revenue will be derived from a finite farther out the events of interest, the poor investments, or avoiding investing
set of customers making deciin start-ups that turn out to prosions during the course of the
substantial venture reDue diligence of future events creates vide
next 12 months. A priori, the
turns. If investment firms are
exact number of customers and
competent at due diligence,
the potential danger of simplistic,
specifically which non-customa debatable conclusion, why
trite and misleading conclusions.
ers will become customers are
is portfolio performance so
unknown factors. Even greater
poor in the majority of venThe farther out the events of interest,
complexity surrounds the inture funds?
the substantially higher the cost of
formation challenge if you are
How to avoid the illusion
investigation and the noise
investigating a new product or
delusion will be the topic of
new product category. How
my next column. Ensuring
or probability of error.
many potential customers must
investors focus on what they
you sample to get an indication
can know with certainty and
of actual purchase interest?
what they cannot know a priWhat if you fail to explain the product suf- substantially higher the cost of inves- ori is the art of venture capital.
ficiently? Does asking the question without tigation and the noise or probability
“money-on-the-line” commitment bias the of error. An illusion of knowledge or Andrew Waitman is managing partanswer positively/negatively? How large conviction based on thin-slicing the set ner of Celtic House Venture Partners,
does your sample size need to be to im- of all possible variables that impact fu- specializing in early stage investments
prove accuracy of the outcome?
ture events is the scourge of the venture in high technology companies.

We see a new Ontario on the horizon.
What do you see? Bold new ideas in earth sciences. Breakthroughs in environmental technologies. Advances in
photonics and communications that are light years ahead. Innovations as far as the eye can see. They’re shaping
a new Ontario, spurred on by Ontario Centres of Excellence. Since 1987, we’ve been accelerating innovation in
our province. Connecting researchers and entrepreneurs. Developing and attracting prime talent. Helping transform amazing discoveries into competitive industries, jobs, and a global reputation for ingenuity. We’re making
our mark on Ontario—and it’s making one on the world. See how the future is taking form at oce-ontario.org.
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University of Ottawa

Computer Science Graduate
Develops Revolutionary Image
Search Technology at uOttawa
Kris Woodbeck, a recent uOttawa Master of Computer Science graduate,
has always been curious about how the brain works. He has spent his
studies investigating what neuroscience has to teach about shapebased object recognition with the help of a new type of processor.
“The problem is that the brain is not like a traditional processor: it is
both highly parallel and can handle a lot of data. Using programmable
graphics processors to model the brain facilitates solving both of these
problems in a significant way,” he says.
Always willing to take on difficult challenges, Kris is now focused on
commercializing the image recognition technology he developed
during his studies at uOttawa. After receiving the uOttawa Innovator
of the Year and winning first place in the annual University of Ottawa
Entrepreneur’s Club Elevator Pitch Contest, Kris is eager to expand
his research into a commercial venture. “Image search engines on
the web today are still in the very early stages; new methods are
needed and neuroscience provides some powerful clues” he says.

Kris Woodbeck,
Faculty of Engineering MCS
Graduate and 2007 uOttawa
Innovator of the Year Award Winner

By combining his passions for neuroscience, parallel programming
and large scale distributed processing, he aims to define new
methods of searching large quantities of visual data by content.
His goal is to have his technology embodied in a full-scale, commercial search engine that lets users browse the array of visual
databases available on the Internet. Kris is currently working
to secure the intellectual property rights and to establish the
base for a successful start-up company in Ottawa.

www.engineering.uOttawa.ca
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